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mis invention relates to a disponelag device, and cere

specifically, to a device suitable for dispensing discrete

amounts of fluid ex particulate oatarlal entrained in an air

flow. In particular, the invention in concerned vita a

dispensing device ef the type where the setered dose is

administered In response' to the inhalation of the patient.

Hatared dose inhalers are veil known 1a nedicine for

treataent, ox alleviation of the effects ef respiratory

complaints, for exaspla asthma. Breath-actuated devices are

also known, and have been the subject of nany patent

applications.

GB 1288971; GD 1297993; CB 13331781 CB 1383761}

GB 1392192; CB 1413285; SO 85/01880; CB 2304799; US 4803978

and TP 018628OA describe inhalation-actuated dispensing

devices for use with a pressurized aerosol dispensing

container. The device includes a dispensing container and the

container includes a valve capable of releasing a metered

amount of the aerosol contents, when an internal spring

operating the valve is conpressed by a sufficient enount. the

diepeasing device often cospriees a chamber having a

mouthpiece, air inlets, actuating means for causing the

actuation of the valve In the dispensing container, a latching

means for releasably retaining said metering valve in a

charged position, and an inhalation responsive means for

releasing the latch, such that a metered amount of aerosol

eonpoimd is discharged into the region of the mouthpiece. Ifee

overall objective is to give coordination of discharge of

medicament from the aerosol container vith inhalation of the

patient, thus allowing a rr— dose of- medicament to reach

the bronchial passages of the lungs.

the latching means is often connected to a valve which

coves from a latching position to a dispensing position in

response to a partial vacuum developed upon inhalation.
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SP-a-0045419 describes an Inhalation device having

blessing means which are alone of insufficient force to

depress the container but which together are of sufficient

force to do so.

IF-A-186280 describes e device which employs nagneta to

control the release ef the serosal container.

05 360S738 describes devices in which the aerosol

container communicates vith the mouthpiece vie e metering

chamber. a metered quantity of the aerosol compound is

discharged into the metering chamber and this la conveyed to

the mrnthfirrfi via an inhalation-actuated valve.

CB 1269554 describes e device wherein the aerosol

container is movable by a lever and can system -into <e charged

position bald by a latch, a pressure differential acting to

trip the latch and move the valve of the container to a

discharge position.

International Application BO. PCT/GB91/02118 nVnrrihes e

metered dose inhaler in which an socially movable dose

dispensing assembly is subjected to a preload capable of

actuating the delivery nsans thereof. This preload is Itself

subjected to e resisting pneumatic force capable of preventing

such actuation. A breath—actuated release valve is provided

which, upon actuation, releases the resisting force to allow

the preload to actuate the dose dispensing assembly. Inlet

vents are provided in an outer housing of the device for

passage of air through the housing to entrain a metered dose

of medicament fox inhalation by a patient. During use, when

the device is carried in clothing pockets etc., foreign

matter, such as fluff, nay enter the enter casing through the

air vents.

It is an object of this invention to provide an improved

breath actuated inhaler in which means are provided to inhibit

the ingress of foreign natter therein. In e relatively slcple

end convenient manner.

According to the present invention, there is provided e

dispensing device for use vith a drug delivery system, the

dispensing device comprising a housing for receiving said drug
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delivery system, the housing having air inlet means and a

noiile through which e dose of medicament entrained in an air

flow is inhaled, in use, and having means for actuating said

drug delivery system to dispense a doso of medicament, means

for restraining said actuation means and means to release said

restraining means, which release means, in one condition,

dose said air inlet means to inhibit ingress of foreign

matter therethrough, and, in e second condition, actuate said

release means to release said restraining means from

restraining said actuation means thereby causing actuation of

the drug delivery system, said release means being brought

into said second condition from said first condition is

response to inhalation through said notsle.

Said release means may Include e movable closure member

which, in said one condition, covers said air inlet means.

Said closure member may be pivotally mounted within said

housing whereby suction pressure created in the housing as a

result of Inhalation at said nozzle acts en the closure nrnbwr

to cause it to pivot to uncover said air inlet means and to

release said restraining means.

Said actuation means may comprise means for applying e

preload capable of actuating said drug delivery system.

Said restraining means nay comprise means for applying a

resisting pneunatic force capable of preventing actuation of

said actuation means. The pneumatic resisting means may be

provided by a gas, e.g. air, which is either held at a

positive pressure greater them atmospheric or a negative

pressure below atmospheric prior to release. The release

oeans will act to return the pressure to airmpberlc or prior

equilibrium, thus allowing the full force of the preload to

act.

Said means for applying e resisting pneumatic force may

comprise an expandable gas tight chamber, said release neans

including valve means which are opened, in said second

condition, to release a negative pressure prevailing in said

low pressure chamber .



Uthougb thia device has bean described in particular

relation to a system using sir. it "ill be realised that in a

closed systen any suitable 988 could be used.

* device according to the invention is particularly

mlt^ for use vith pressurised inhalation aerosols having

valves which can be actuated to dispense a dose of medicament.

Bovever in other embodimento, e device according to the

invention can be used vith a dry powder drug delivery systen

disposed vithin said housing, in vbleb a dose Of powdered

medicament is dispensed' by said systen into an air flow In

said bousing created by inhalation at said noztle.

In boss arrangements according to the invention for use

vith an aerosol dispensing container, the housing cay include

an inner 0leave for enclosing the sain body of the aerosol

container to define a cbaaber for the aerosol container . The

chanber nay be defined at one end by a cross neater vhlch

accommodates the valve of the aerosol and seals the ehnuVxrr

apart fron providing an aerosol outlet. The inner sleeve is

preferably sealed such that there Is sliding airtight contact

with the sleeve chanber such that the aerosol container and

inner sleeve provide a piston effect against the cross member

to torn the resisting load in the fore of e high pressure

voleae capable of preventing the actuation of the aerosol

valve.

In other arrangements according to the invention for use

vith en aerosol dispensing container, the housing aay Include

en inner sleeve for enclosing the top portion of the stain body

of the aerosol container. This inner sleeve is preferably

arranged to fara one end of an airtight piston cylinder,

bellows or diaphragm, such that aovesent of the inner sleeve

vill result in an increase in the enclosed voluae vithin the

piston cylinder, be11ova or diaphragn producing a vacuun or

lev pressure volume to fans the resisting load (farce) capable

of preventing the actuation of the aerosol valve.

In sose embodiments, the sleeve far the dispenser aay act

as a sliding, airtight piston, except that instead of

providing a high pressure voluae. dovnvards notion away froa

the aain casing creates e low pressure voluae.

in a preferred arrangement, the pneumatic resisting Beans

is famed by the inner sleeve end a fixed insert in the outer

chamber linked together by flexible bellows or by a sliding

airtight seal between the sleeve and a cylinder-like extension

to the Insert.

according to a feature of the Invention, the preload aay

be provided by a spring which operates, for example, aga inst

the aerosol valve. Preferably the preload is applied by a

lever, pivoted in a recess housed in the outer chanber. The

lever aay take the form of a restraining lever preventing a

loaded spring froa acting on the aerosol can until* operated.

After operation the lever ie used to reload the spring.

Alternatively the lever aay be connected via a plug to a

spring vnicb is in contact with the inner eleeve such that

movement of the lever loads the spring.

The release means aay comprise a valve port in the

aforesaid cross asaber. The valve port aay normally be

covered by e flexible valve flap which on actuation Is opened,

allowing the preload to actuate the aerosol valve es pressure

in the pneumatic means returns to the rest state. In the

embodiment wherein the resisting force is a positive pressure

of sir, opening of the valve port releases the built-up

pressure, and air escapes froa the enclosed volume, allowing

the full force of the preload to oct against the aerosol

valve. In the embodiment wherein the resisting farce is a

vacuum or near vacuum, opening of the valve part allows air to

enter the enclosed volume, again allowing the full farce of

the preload to act against the aerosol valve*

a preferred breath-actuating release means comprises a

aovable vane mechanism. This vane mechanlsa aay be housed In

the lower or upper part of the chamber, depending upon the

location of tha resisting element. A valve seal is preferably

attached to aaid vane, such that on inhalation the vane moves

froa its rest position closing said inlet means to its

actuating position, thus moving the valve seal out of contact

with the valve port, causing the opening of the valve* The

vane asrh»M"w Is preferably dynamically balanced, end aay be

biassed towards its closed position, e.g., by a spring.

Said air inlets may take the farm of elate in the wall of

said housing.

The medicament say be a drug per se or on any form of

carrier, e.g., including a powder or e gaseous carrier.

The invention will now be described by way of example

only, vith reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:*

Figure 1 is e perspective view of an inhaler of the type

to which the invention is applied;

Figure 2 is a sectional view of a first embodiment of the

invention;

Figure 3 is an enlarged view of e diaphragm for use with

the embodiment shown in Figure 2;

Figure 4 Is a sectional view of e second embodiment of am

inhaler according to the invention; and

Figures 5A and SB are diagrammatic details partly in

section of the upper end sections of the Inhalers of Figures 2

and 4, respectively.

Referring to Figures 1 end 2 of the drawings, there Is

shown an Inhalation device which is essentially similar in

construction and operation to the device described In

International patent Application Bo. FCT/SB91/02118 (the

disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference) with

reference to Figures 2 to S thereof. The nnrtl f .rat .on thereof

according to the present Invention vill be described below.

The inhalation device consists of o main body or housing

400 which is generally cylindrical la cross section, with a

mouthpiece section 405 et one end and an end cap 407 housing

air inlets 420 at the other end. A known type of aerosol

dispensing container 23 of generally cylindrical shape is

housed vithin the main body of the device. Tbe aerosol

dispensing container has a stem 40 which contains an aerosol

dispensing valve (not shown). The bore 15 is such that it

fores an airtight seal en the stem 40 of the aerosol

dispensing container 25. A shoulder 45 limits and locates

position of tha atea 40, which in turn locates the aerosol

dispensing container 25 in position in the aain body 400. A

passage 50 extends from tbs bore 15, continuing froa the

shoulder 45 to Interconnect with a dispensing nossle 55.

The opposite end of the dispensing container Is contained

within a sleeve 420 of similar cross section to the aain body

400. The longitudinal axis of both the sleeve 420 and aain

body 400 is generally coaxial. The eleeve ie in loose eliding

contact with the inner vail of the aain body to allow free

passage of air in the aain body past the sleeve. The sleeve

420 aay be held In place by connection with a d i aphragm 440

held in connection with the top of the aain body 400, as will

now be described. Thus, the sleeve 420 effectively hangs froa

the top of the sain body.

One end of an e.g., moulded flexible diaphragm 440 (as

shown alone in Figure 4) comprising a rigid disc-like section

441, a flexible generally cylindrical wall section 445 and a

stiffer connector eectlon 447, is fitted around a purpose-aade

groove 450 In the sleeve, e.g. by snap-fitting. A

moulded lip 470 an the diaphragm provides e snug fit far

end of e compression spring 460. Tbe caryrms.cn spring in

thus located and free to act on the sleeve. The other end of

the compression spring is located by en annular shoulder 481

la a predominantly cylindrical flanged insert 480 boused la

the top section of tbe main body 400. This insert includes a

groove 490 into which the disc-like section 441 of the

flexible diaphragm 440 is snap-fitted.

The joint between the diaphragm connector section 447 and

inner eleeve groove 450 is arranged to be airtight end the

shape of the top surface 422 of the eleeve to conform to the

Internal shape of the diaphragm such that in the rest position

rfaces are in dose proximity, and

ry small.

The cylindrical Insert 480 is retained in place by the

cap 407 of the aain body of the device. This forms e

chamber 590 betveen the air inlet slots 420 and the rigid part

441 of the diaphragm. Tbe chamber is provided with one or

of the Inhaler tbe two

the enclosed space betveen then

end
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nor* oir pathway* S80 such that air nay peas froa the air

inlet oloto 420 to the couthpioco 405. The rigid disc-like

section 4*1 of the diaphragm also Includes a small valve port

49S which io normally covered by a valve aaal (flap) 340

provided oa an actuating closure lever pivotally connected to

the insert 480. The closure lever is generally L-«haped with

a first leg 600 providing the valvo seal M0. The second leg

601 of the lever is provided, at its free end, with a lateral

closure flsp 602 adapted to doss the two sets of air Inlets

420 into the housing 400, in the rest of the lever 550 la

which the valve seal 540 closes valve port 495.

the closure lever 550 in its rest position is subjected

to a pressure drop created between the air inlets 420 and the

nouthpiece 403 vhen a user inhales at the Bouthpiece. In this

way, the ingress of fluff ox other foreign natter into the

housing 400, through the air inlet slots 420, is Inhibited in

a particularly convenient Banner. On oovenent of the lever to

the actuated position the valve seel (flap) 540 is

sufficiently noved to open the valve port 495. (The vane 550

nay be biassed closed by a light spring flexure, e weight or

e pagnat net shorn)

.

' As shown in Figure 2, the end of the main body 400 having

e pivot 500, has a recess adapted to receive a can 520

integral with a dust cap 510 operating on the pivot. The

recess further includes a passage eomsunlcatlng with a sinilar

passage sonlded into the internal wall of the sain body 400.

a can follower 530 extending froa the lower edge of the Inner

sleeve 420 acts on the can such that when the dust cap is in

the closed position the inner sleeve is forced by the

can follower to its uppernost position.

Vhen the dust cap is rotated to its open position the can

profile is such that the can follower is free to neve

downwards by an eaount sufficient to allow actuation of the

device.

In its rest position with the dust cap 510 closed, the

can follower 530 restrains the inner sleeve 420 in its

uppersost position such that the enclosed space trapped

between the diaphraga 440 and the top surface 422 of the inner

eleeve is at a ninlaua and the spring 460 is compressed. The

valve port 493 is closed by the valve seal (flap) 540 and the

eleovo (420 io clear of the top of the eerosol can 25 which is

thus unloaded.

Wnen the dust cap is opened the Integral can 520 is

rotated thereby allowing the caa follower 530 to drop by

aaount AA. The inner sleeve is forced downwards under the

action of the spring 460. As the inner sleeve aoves downwards

the enclosed voluae between the diaphraga 440 and inner sleeve

is increased by a linear equivalent aaount A»A», less than or

equal to AA. Since the valve port 495 is closed this creates

a low pressure voluae or near vacuua in the specs created

between the diaphraga 440 and the upper surface 422 of the

eleeve 420. The effect of the pressure differential between

the enclosed voluae 600 end etnospheric pressure is such that

the inner sleeve tends to resist the actios of the spring. As

the inner sleeve naves downwards it contacts the eerosol can

25 and begins conpression of the aerosol valve (not shown).

Downward covenant of the inner eleeve will continue until

there is a balance of forces between the compressive force in

the spring 460 end resisting forces created by the pressure

differential and coapression of the eerosol valve. The

geoaetry of the device is arranged such that this balance

occurs before the aerosol valve has been sufficiently

compressed to actuate it.

A typical aerosol requires about 209 farce to actuate.

The spring 460 should accordingly provide a greater force,

preferably lot to 50% greater*

Zt nay also be possible to arrange for the balance of

forces to take place before the inner oleeve has contacted the

aerosol can, such that the spring farce is balanced by the

resisting force produced on tho inner eleeve by virtue of the

pressure differential.

On inhalation by the patient through the nouthpiece 405,

a snail pressure differential is created across the closure

lever. The pressure differential causes the lever to move
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froa its rest position to its actuated position. The lever

and the design of the air passageway 580 in the cheaper 590

are such that in the actuated position air can flow freely

froa the air inlets 420 to the patient.

The novenent of the lever 550 causes the vilve seal

(flap) 340 to he noved out of a sealing position with the

valve port 495. Opening the valve pert allows air into the

space created between the diaphraga 440 and the inner eleeve

420 such that the enclosed space reaches atmospheric pressure.

This causes an inbalance of forces acting en the eleeve 420

and container 25. The sleeve and container ere thus forced

downwards by the spring 460 resulting in the release of a

aeasured dose of nedicanent through the dispensing nozile 55

end into the nouthpiece et the sane tine es the patient

breaths in. Thus the patient inhales air with a catered dose

of nedicanent.

After the Inhalation of the dose by the patient, the dust

cap 510 is returned to its closed position. This rotates the

can 520 and causes the can follower 530 to be* forced upwards.

This in turn acta en the inner sleeve 420 coving it upwards to

cunnress the spring 460 end to close the space defined between

the diaphragm 440 and inner sleeve top surface 422. This

forces air out of that space which escapes through the valve

port 495. The aerosol can is free to return to the rest

position under the action of its own aerosol valve spring.

In use the patient loads the aerosol dispensing container

into the naln body. The aerosol container nay be loaded by

providing a coarse threaded screw between upper and lower

sections of the naln body 400. When part of the sain body 400

has been unscrewed, the aerosol can be inserted. The sain

body 400 can than be replaced locating the inner sleeve over

the top end of the can, and the device is ready far use. As ,

described previously, the device could be manufactured es a

sealed unit.

The device nay be provided with asans to provide a

regulated air flow to the user or inhaler. Thus e sonic

device, e.g., a reed, say bo provided which sounds when the
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inspired air flow is greater than a pro-set level, e.g., above

20 to 30 litres per ainute. The sonic device nay be located

in the mouthpiece 95 or below the air inlet 420. The sound

produced warns the patient to hreathe at a lower rata.

The device nay also be provided with e Deans such that it

will not operate below a certain predeterBlned air flow rate,

e.g., 10 to 30 litres per minute. In one embodiment the

closure lever 530 nay be biassed by e spring such that the

predeternined aininua air flow is necessary for it to neve to

its actuated position and enable the valve seal to open.

The aaln body of a dispensing device, es described in the

first or second enbodiaent of this Invention is preferably

namofactured froa a plastic such as polypropylene, scetal or

Boolded polystyrene. It nay however be sanufectured froa

aotal or another suitable material.

The inhaler illustrated in Figure 4 is generally similar

to that illustrated in Figure 2 end like parts have been given

sinilar reference numerals. In this construction, a different

closure nssber and flap valve assesbly is utilised. The

closure aeaber coaprises a first lever TOO having a flap

section 701 for dosing the air inlet slots 420, in e rest

position. The lever is pivotally mounted on the insert 460.

The lever has a short downwardly projecting leg tamed with a

lateral projection 702 for interengaging with an upwardly

projecting leg 702 of a second L-shaped lever elso pivotally

counted on the insert 480.

The second level carries en its borltental leg 704 a

diaphragm valve closure aeaber 705 for sealing with an annular

valve seat 706 which is upstanding froa tho upper surface of

the flexible diaphragm 440 and encircles the outlet end of the

valve port 5ao.

In this arrangement, inhalation et the Bouthpiece 403

causes the first lever to rotate in a clockwise direction ee

seen io Figure 4. This in turn causes the second lever to

rotate in the saae direction thereby eventually lifting the

valve closure oemher 705 off the annular valve Beat 704. This

releases the negative pressure in the chamber then defined
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between the flexible diaphragm 440 end the upper surtece of

the isiirt 420 froa which it is then spaced, to allow the

sleeve 430 and the container 25 to be coved downwardly under

the unrestrained action of the spring 460. This results in a

Bsasured dose of medicament being delivered into the

Bouthpiece 405, in e sinilar fashion to the operation

described above for the embodiment of Figures 2 and 3.

rtM embodinent of Figure 4 has the advantage over the

embodiment of Figures 2 and 3, that it provides a larger

effective area, whereby a relatively lower flow and/ox lover

pressure drop is required to actuate the device.

CLAIMS

j. • x dispensing dsvice for use with e drug delivery

system, the dispensing davica comprising a housing for

receiving said drug delivery systea, the housing having air

Inlet means and a noisle through which e dose of medicament

entrained in en air flow is inhaled, in use, and having Deans

for actuating said drug delivery aystea to dispense e measured

dose of aedicanent. Beans for restraining said actuation naans

and naans to release said restraining naans, which release

seana, in one condition, close said air inlet means to inhibit

ingress of foreign natter therethrough, and, in a second

condition, actuate said release naans to release said

restraining means froa restraining said actuation moans

thereby causing actuation of the drug delivery systea, said

release means being brought into said second condition froa

said first condition in response to inhalation through said

nossle.

2. A dispensing device according to Claim 1 wherein

said release means includes a movable closure member which, in

said one condition, covers said air inlet neons.

3. A dispensing device according to Claim 2 wherein

said closure member is pivotally mounted within said housing

whereby suction pressure created in the housing as a result of

inhalation at said noisle acts on the closure member to cause

it to pivot to uncover said air inlet moans and to release

said restraining means.

4. A dispensing device according to any one of

Claims 1-3 wherein said actuation means comprises means for

applying e preload capable of actuating said drug delivery

systea.

5. A dispensing device according to any one of

Claims 1-4 wherein said restraining means comprise means for

- H -

applying e resisting pneumatic force capable of preventing

actuation of said actuation moans.

6. A dispensing device according to Claim 5 wherein the

pneumatic resisting force is provided by air which is either

held at a positive pressure greater than atmospheric or a

negetive pressure below atmospheric prior to release.

7. A dispensing device according to Claim 5 or Claim 5

wherein said means for applying a resisting pneumatic farce

comprises a low pressure chamber, said release means including

valve means which are opened, in said second condition, to

release a negative pressure prevailing in said low pressure

chamber in said one condition.

8. A dispensing device as claimed in any one of the

preceding Claims, wherein the housing provides a chamber for

receiving said drag delivery system in the form of en aerosol

container, the *+™*<~- being defined by an inner eleeve

slldably mounted within the housing, the inner eleeve et least

partly enclosing the main body of toe aerosol container.

9. A dispensing device as claimed In any one of

Claims 1-8 wherein said actuating naans comprises resilient

seans for actuating the drug delivery systea on release of

said releese means.

10. A dispensing device es claimed in Claims 6 and 8

wherein said resisting pneumatic pressure is e positive

pressure created by cooperation of between inner sleeve end a

cross .member provided in the housing to form e piston and

cylinder assembly.

11. A dispensing device as claimed in Claim 10 wherein

said actuating means comprise e lever pivotally mounted on the

housing, the lever being movable to preload a spring for

exerting a pressure on the drug delivery systea.

- 15 -

12. A dispensing deviee es claimed in Claim 6 or Claim 7

wherein said pneumatic resisting force is a negative pressure

created inside an expandable airtight volume defined by e

bellows, piston, cylinder or diaphragm.

13. A dispensing device- according to Claim 8 wherein

said actuating means include a spring acting on eoid inner

sloevo, and wherein moans are provided for resetting said

actuating means after release thereof to cause actuation of

the drug delivery systea.

14. A dispensing deviee according to Claim 13 wherein e

cover far said nozzle is aovably mounted on said bousing, and

a control member associated with said inner sleeve cooperates

with a can formation provided on the cover such that, when the

cover is dosed, the control member moves the Inner sleeve to

cenpress said spring and, whan the cover is opened, the inner

sleeve is moved under the action of the spring until the

forces acting on the inner sleeve, including said pneumatic

resisting force ore belanced, preparatory to release of the

pneumatic resisting force in response to Inhalation at said

nozzle.

15. A dispensing device substantially as hereinbefore

described with reference to Figs. 1 - 3, or Figs. 1-3 when

modified as in Fig. 4 or Fig. 5A or Fig. 58, of the

accompanying drawings.

IS. A dispensing device according to any one of the

preceding claims in combination with a drug delivery system in

the form of an aerosol dispensing container having a valve

capable of being actuated to release e metered amount of the

pressurized aerosol contents.

17. A dispensing device according to any one of

claims 1 - 7, 9 - 12 in combination with a dry powder drug

delivery systea disposed within said housing and adapted to

dispense, when actuated, a dose of powdered nedicament into an

air flow in said bousing created by Inhalation at said nozzle.
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